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A Chinese Consumer’s Guide to
Becoming a Certified Wine Geek (Part II)
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I now continue

Regale Brachetto D’Acqui”
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with my suggestions
for all aspiring Chinese

from the Piedmonte area of
Italy. The newest release is
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wine geeks. If you

the 2006 vintage, but I re-
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successfully digested
Step One from the Oc-

cently tasted the 2005 and
the 2004 and they were both
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tober 2007 issue of

very good.
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LifeStyle, you’re ready
for Step Two. Read

Most people who are
just beginning to taste and
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carefully: Your Wine
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Geek reputation will
depend on it.
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learn about wine find that
Fred Tibitts Jr. is a global wine consultant
based in New York. He
assists some of the top
hotel and restaurant
chains in the U.S. and
Asia Pacific developing
their wine by the glass
programs, leading educational trips to wine
producing countries
and hosting VIP industry dinners at New York
and across Asia.

they prefer wines that are
mellow with lots of flavor
(like Coke or Pepsi, but with
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Step Two
The definition of a
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good wine is “one that
you like”. In other
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words, what matters is

 !"#$%&'()*+,(Pinot
Gris/Pinot Grigio) !"#$%&'

what each of us likes,
not what someone else

 !"Asti Spumante !"#$

likes and we always
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know if we like something by the smell and
by the taste. So, be sure you are drinking

from France; very fruity sparkling wines
like Asti Spumante from Italy; most white
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alcohol). Pinot Grigios,
white wines mostly from
Italy; easy drinking
Cabernet Sauvignons and
Merlots from many of the
wine producing countries
around the world; light,
fruity Beaujolais red wines
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authentic wine and start experimenting as

zinfandels and any non-dry roses are
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often as possible to find out what you like
and what you don’t like. Keep simple notes

wines that a new wine consumer might
very well enjoy.
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that remind you of the wines that you like

Since most people enjoy drinking wine
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the most, because this will greatly assist
you find these wines at a retail shop next

with their meals or snacks, it is very important to select a wine that goes well with
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time you are entertaining or simply want

your food, because the idea is for them to
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to relive the experience on your palate.
Most of the wines you will be trying

compliment one another, so that the combination of the wine and the food is more
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will fall into two types: Still wines and spar-

enjoyable. There are two types of wines

kling wines. Still wines are wines without
carbonation and although there are other

that go well with most food: Sparkling wines
and “blush” or rose wines. So, if you are

types of still wines (for example dessert and

not sure which wine to order with your lunch

fortified), most still wines are red, white or
blush (rose or maybe Salmon) in color.

or dinner, order one of these. If your food
is extra spicy, I mean steaming spicy- hot,

Sparkling wines have carbonation and are

forget about wine, just order a local cold

called “Champagne” if they are from Champagne in France or just plain “sparkling

beer; because the spice will over-power the
wine and the result will be very unpleasant

wines” if they are from anywhere else in

no matter what.
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the world. By the way, Banfi makes a delightful sparkling rose called “Banfi Rosa
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To be continued…

